
 
MILLION  
LED BULBS 
SOLD IN FY16
Switching our entire 
lighting range to energy 
efficient LED is one of the 
ways we are going all in 
to tackle climate change. 
Our ambition is to sell 500 
million LED bulbs by FY20. 

COTTON FROM MORE  
SUSTAINABLE SOURCES
All cotton used for IKEA products comes 
from more sustainable sources1. This 
means that the farmers use less water, 
chemical fertilisers and pesticides, while 
increasing their profits.

1 Includes cotton grown to the Better Cotton Standard; 
by farmers working towards Better Cotton; recycled 
cotton and more sustainable cotton from the USA 
(such as the ‘e3 Cotton Program’).

OF WOOD FROM MORE  
SUSTAINABLE SOURCES
61 % of the wood we used in FY16  
came from more sustainable sources1.  
By August 2020 we aim to source  
100% of our wood, paper and card- 
board from more sustainable sources. 

¹ Currently defined as Forest Stewardship Council® 
(FSC®)-certified or recycled wood.
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SUPPORTING 
REFUGEES
Around the world, millions of people 
have had to leave their everyday 
lives behind. In many IKEA countries, 
co-workers have dedicated time and 
resources to community support  
activities, helping create better  
conditions for newly arrived refugees.

We want to create a fully inclusive work environment where all our 
co-workers are able to be themselves. In 2015, IKEA Group became a 
member of the Workplace Pride Foundation, which strives for greater 
acceptance of LGBT+ people in the workplace and in society.

A WORKPLACE FOR EVERYONE

IKEA Group has committed EUR 2.1 billion 
for investments in renewable energy since 
2009. In August 2016, we had committed 
to own and operate 327 wind turbines and 
had installed 730,000 solar panels on our 
buildings. In FY16 we produced renewable 
energy equivalent to 71 % of the energy 
consumption of our operations1.

1 Excluding IKEA Centres, the IKEA Group shopping 
centre business.

BILLION FOR  
RENEWABLE ENERGY

World leaders met in Paris in December 2015 and achieved a  
historic agreement to tackle climate change. IKEA Group was  
there to raise our voice for climate action and we lit up the city  
with 800,000 LED Christmas lights, powered by clean energy.

RAISING OUR  
VOICE ON  
CLIMATE CHANGE

EUR 2.1
IKEA GROUP 
PEOPLE 
& PLANET  
POSITIVE 
FY16

EUR 23.5

GOODBYE EPS!
And hello fibre-based, fully recyclable 
materials! We have replaced the oil-based 
expanded polystyrene (EPS) in IKEA flat 
packs with a much more sustainable 
alternative. This way, we reduce EPS 
foam volumes by 8,000 tonnes annually 
– equal to more than half the volume of 
the Empire State Building!

The Brighter Lives for Refugees 
campaign generated EUR 12.4 million 
in donations from the IKEA Foundation in 
FY16. Over three years, the campaigns 
have raised nearly EUR 30.8 million to 
provide light and renewable energy sources 
for refugee families.

As a result of the Soft Toys for Education 
campaign, the IKEA Foundation donated 
EUR 11.1 million in FY16, bringing the 
total donations to nearly EUR 88 million 
since 2003. Through 100 projects in 46 
markets, these funds have enabled more 
than 12 million children living in poverty 
to receive a better education.

MILLION RAISED 
DURING GOOD  
CAUSE CAMPAIGNS  
IN FY16

Read more in the IKEA Group 
Sustainability Report
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